Abstract. Let L be a Lie superalgebra over a field K of characteristic ^ 2 .
Introduction
Let L = Lo®Lx be a Lie superalgebra over a field K of characteristic ^ 2. If char K = 0, we let U(L) denote its enveloping algebra and if char K = p > 2, we will assume that L is restricted and U(L) will denote its restricted enveloping algebra. In the study of group algebras and enveloping algebras of ordinary Lie algebras, many questions have been solved using A-methods. It is reasonable to try to find similar techniques in the Lie superalgebra context. To this end, we consider A(L) = {l£L\ dimK[L, /] < oo} , which is a (restricted) Lie ideal of L.
The goal is to reduce questions about U(L) to analogous ones for U(A(L)). We begin in § 1 with the definitions and terminology for Lie superalgebras and their enveloping algebras. In §2, we examine the basic properties of A(L). In §3, we discuss derivation identities, namely expressions of the form a\ßx + a\ß2 + ■■■ + asvßv = 0 for all ô £ d°°(L), where d°°(L) is the set of all multiple superderivations induced, via the ad map, by all elements of L0 and Lx. The main result is Theorem. Suppose a,, /?, e U(L) such that asxßx + a\ß2 + ■■■ + a3vßv = 0 for all S £ d°°(L) .
If some at is not zero, then ßx, ß2, ... , ßv are left dependent over U (A(L) ).
In §4, we introduce linear identities, that is equations of the form axsßx + a2sß2 H-h avsßv = 0 for all s £ U(L).
From a ring theoretic point of view, linear identities are more important than derivation identities as they arise in numerous ring theoretic situations. For enveloping algebras of ordinary Lie algebras, linear identities always yield corresponding derivation identities [BP] . However, for superalgebras this is not necessarily the case. Thus our results for linear identities are not quite as sharp as those for derivation identities.
We apply the results of derivation and linear identities in §5. We show in
Corollary 5.6 that U(L) is graded prime if and only if U(A(L)) is graded Lprime and that U(L) is semiprime if and only if U(A(L)) is L-semiprime.
When A(L) = 0, we show that U(L) is prime and that if Q is its symmetric Martindale quotient ring, then both the center of Q and the almost constants in Q under the action of L are equal to the ground field K. We also show that U(L) is Artinian if and only if it is finite dimensional.
Definitions and terminology
Let R be an associative algebra over a field K of characteristic / 2. If a is a A"-linear automorphism of R such that o1 = 1, then R is graded by 2,2. More precisely, we can write P = Po © Pi , where Rq = {r £ R\ra = r} and Rx = {r £ R\ra = -r].
Both P0 and Pi are A-subspaces of R and RaRb Ç P-a+b > where a + b is computed modulo 2.
We can define a K-linear superbracket [ , ] on R by (1) [x,y] = xy-(-l)abyx,forall x e Ra , y £ Rb . It follows that [ , ] satisfies (2) [y,x] = -(-l)ab [x,y] ,forall x e Ra , y e Rb, (3) (-ir[x,[y,z] ] + (-l)ab[y, [z,x] ] + (-l)bc [z,[x,y] ] = 0,forall x£ Ra, y£Rb, z£Rc; (4) [xa , ya] = [x, yf , for all x, y £ R; (5) [x, yz] = [x, y]z + (-1 )aby [x, z] , for all x £ Ra , y £ Rb , z e Rc. Property (2) is called graded skew-symmetry, property (3) is called the graded Jacobi identity, and property (5) is known as the super derivation property.
The proof of (2) is straightforward and the proofs of (3) and (5) follow easily from the fact that [Ra, Rb] ç Ra+b . Since a is a ring homomorphism which preserves Po and Pi, (4) holds for all elements of Po and Pi and therefore, by linearity, for all elements of P .
Some basic properties are Lemma 1.1. Let x e Ra . (ii) By linearity and by (i), we may assume that y £ Rb and z £ Rc. The result then follows by applying property (5).
(iii) Let A = {r £ R\[x, r] = 0} ; by (ii), A is closed under multiplication and A is clearly closed under addition. If r = ro + rx , with r, e P,, then [x, ra] = [x, r0] -[x, rx], thus A is rj-stable by (i).
We note that a subspace / ç P is a-stable if and only if / = (/ n Po) © (/ n Pi ) = h © h ■ Indeed, if / = /o © h , then / is <r-stable as each Ia is o -stable and conversely, if / is cr-stable then it certainly admits such a decomposition. The elements of /o and Ix are referred to as the homogeneous elements of /. We will also often use the term graded in place of cr-stable.
If x £ R then those r e P such that [x, r] = 0 will be referred to as the constants for x. Note that if x e Ra and if z is a constant for x, then the analog of (ii) fails when computing [x, zy] since a + or -sign occurs when z is homogeneous, hence we cannot apply linearity. Now suppose L is a cr-stable
on L is AMinear and satisfies (2) and (3). This leads us to the abstract definition of a Lie superalgebra.
Definition. Suppose L is a vector space over a field K of characteristic f= 2 and suppose a is a A-linear transformation of L such that a2 = 1. L then has a decomposition L = Lo © Lx , where L0 = {/ e L\l° = 1} and Li = {/ e L\la = -/}. We say that L is a Lie superalgebra if there is a AMinear map [ , ] 
is generated by L with the relations xy -(-l)abyx = [x, y], for all x e La and y £ Lb . More precisely (see [B] or [S] ), we have Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem. Let B be a totally ordered basis for L consisting of homogeneous elements. Then U(L) has as a K-basis all ordered monomials bf'bÇ2 ■■■bn", such that b¡ e B, bx < b2 < ■ ■ ■ < bn , ß, are nonnegative integers, and ß, < 1 whenever ¿>¡ e Lx .
If char K = p > 2, there is an additional structure one can add.
Definition. L is a restricted Lie superalgebra if it is a Lie superalgebra with a pth power map Lo -► Lo , denoted by ^ , satisfying (6) (kx)W = kpxW, for all k e K and x e L0 ; (7) [xW, y] = (ad x)»(y), for all x £ L0 and y e L ; (8) (x + y)W = xW + yW + 2X1' Si(x, y), for all x, y e L0 ;
where (adx)(y) = [x, y] and /s,(x,y) is the coefficient of X'~x in (ad(Xx + y))P~x(x).
If L is a restricted Lie superalgebra, then there exists a unique largest Kalgebra U(L) 2 L such that U(L) is generated by L with relations xy -(-l)abyx = [x, y] , for all x £ La and y £ Lb , and xp = x^1, for all x £ L0 . The obvious analog of Jacobson's Theorem on restricted enveloping algebras asserts that U(L) exists (see [P] ). Indeed we have Jacobson's Theorem. Let L be a restricted Lie superalgebra in char p > 2 and let B be a totally ordered basis for L consisting of homogeneous elements. Then U(L) has as a K-basis all ordered monomials b^b^2 ■■■bnn, such that b¡ £ B, bx < b2 < ■ ■ ■ < bn, and such that 0 < ß, < p whenever b¡ £ L0, and 0 </?,•< 1 whenever bi £ Lx.
Regardless of the characteristic of K, we will refer to U(L) as the enveloping algebra of L. However, the meaning of U(L) depends upon the characteristic of K. If char K = 0 then U(L) is the algebra with AT-basis described by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, whereas if char K = p > 2 then we will assume that L is restricted and U(L) has a A>basis described by Jacobson's Theorem.
Those monomials which occur in the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem or in Jacobson's Theorem are said to be straightened.
If X is a subset of L, we let X" denote the AMinear span of all products of the form xxx2 ■■ ■ xk , where x¡ £ X and 0 < k < n . We note that U(L) = M^=0L" and if Xa = X, then XXL{ = LXXX . In addition, we set X°° = lC=o*"-If 0 ^ a £ U(L), then the degree of a is the minimal m with a e Lm.
From the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, it follows that if b¡'b-*2 ■■■ b"" is a straightened monomial, then its degree is ßx + ß2 H-h ßn ■ Furthermore, if a is given by a = y£kßbflb23i---bfr, then the degree of a, dega, is max{/?i + ß2 H-h ßn\kß / 0} .
Finally, since a is an automorphism of L of order 2, it extends to an automorphism of order 2 of U(L). In particular, we can write U(L) = Uo © Ux, where i/o = {u £ U(L)\ua = u} and Ux = {u e U(L)\ua = -u}.
Furthermore, if a is the straightened monomial a = bf' b{2 ■ ■ ■ b"", then the parity of a is equal to the parity of the number of odd b¡ which actually occur in the product, that is, the number of odd b¡ with exponent equal to 1. Since U(L) is graded, we can define [ , ] on U(L) as in (1) and, by the definition of U(L), this agrees with the superbracket given on L . We therefore conclude that [ , ] on L extends to [ , ] on U(L) so that properties (l)- (5) are satisfied.
We close this section with an immediate consequence of the Poincaré-BirkhoffWitt Theorem. Lemma 1.2. Let L be a Lie superalgebra and let H be a subalgebra of L. If Y is an ordered homogeneous basis for H and if Y OX is an ordered homogeneous basis for L with X < Y, then every element a of U(L) can be uniquely expressed as a finite sum a = ¿^ nan where rj is a straightened monomial on the set X and an £ U(H).
In the above situation, we say that a is written based on H. More generally, if ax, a2, ... , ak £ U(L), then each a, = 2~2'/ai,>/ is based on H if the straightened monomials n all come from the same linearly independent set X . (ii) The almost constants for H are a subring of U(L) which contains U(D), where D = BL(H). Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 2.1 using the fact that the finite intersection of subspaces of finite codimension is of finite codimension. Let S denote the almost constants for H. By (i) and the linearity of [ , ] , it easily follows that S is closed under addition. Similarly, by (i) and (5) We call such bases special and when ordering these bases, the even elements will always come first. Furthermore, notice that X0ÙX2 is linearly independent modulo D¿(//]) and XxOX2 is linearly independent modulo D¿(//o).
If we write a £ U(L), as Yl nan based on D and if we use a special basis for L\D, then we say that a is specially based on D. This means that all monomials n are straightened monomials in a special complementary basis for L\D. Furthermore, we say ax, a2, ... , an are specially based on D if they are all written with the same special complementary homogeneous basis for L\D. Note that the definition of a special basis includes within it the assumption that the basis is homogeneous.
The following lemma will be crucial later in this paper.
Lemma 2.5. Let H be a graded subspace of L and set D = DL(//). Suppose Z = {zx, z2, ... , zq} is a finite subset of a special complementary basis for L\D and let H' be a o-stable subspace of H of finite codimension. If V is a finite-dimensional subspace of L and if N > I is a positive integer, then there exist homogeneous elements xik , for i = 1,2, ... , q and k = 1,2, ... , N in H' such that if tiik = [xik, zf\, then the nonzero elements in the set {t¡jk} are K-linearly independent modulo V. Furthermore tiik ^ 0, for all i, k. Proof. Since //' is of finite codimension in //,wehave D = D¿(//') therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that H' = H. Furthermore, since Z is a subset of a special complementary basis, we can write Z = Z0ÙZ1ÙZ2 where Z0 ç D¿(//0), Zi ç D¿(//i), ZiÜZ2 is linearly independent modulo D/.(//0) and Z0ÙZ2 is linearly independent modulo Hl(Hi) .
Let s = \ZX\ + \Z2\ ; we will first find sN elements of {x,*} corresponding to the z, e Z1ÙZ2 and then find (q-s)N elements of {xik} corresponding to the z¡ £ Zq. To this end, let //q be a subspace of Ho of finite codimension such that [Hq , Z0] = 0 and let A be the AMinear span of ZxilZ2 . Since [ , ] is a bilinear map from L x L to L, it follows that [ , ] : H'0 x A -► L is bilinear and no nonzero element of A annihilates a subspace of Hq of finite codimension. We can therefore apply Proposition 2.2 of [BP] to conclude that there exists a subspace H¡¡ of H'0 of dimension sN suchthat [H'¿, A] ~ H^'xA and [H{¡, A] n V = 0. We then double subscript a basis for H'¿ to obtain those elements of {x,*} for which i runs through all those subscripts with z, e ZxilZ2 and such that 1 < k < N. We note that all the elements of {xik} are homogeneous and if we set tijk = [xik, zf\ then tijk = 0 if and only if Zj £ Zo . Furthermore {t¡jk\z¡, z¡ e Z1ÙZ2} is a set of s2N elements which are A"-linearly independent modulo V. In particular, tiik ^ 0 for all Zi£Zx0Z2.
We continue with an argument similar to the one above; let B be the Klinear span of Z0ÙZ2 and let H[ be a subspace of Hx of finite codimension such that [H[, Zx] = 0. Since [ , ] ://,' x B -> L is bilinear and no nonzero element of B annihilates a subspace of H[ of finite codimension, we can again apply Proposition 2.2 of [BP] . Thus, if we let W be the finite-dimensional subspace of L spanned by V and {t¡jk\Zi £ ZXÜZ2} , then there exists a subspace //," of H[ of dimension (q -s)N such that [//,", B] ~ H" x B and [//{', B] n W = 0. Now double subscript a basis for H" to obtain those elements of {xik} for which i runs through all those subscripts with z, e Z0 and such that 1 < k < N. These new elements of {xik} are also all homogeneous and if we set tijk = [xik, zf\, then tijk = 0 if Zj e Zi and z, e Z0. Furthermore the elements of {tjjk\z, e Zo and Zj e ZoOZ2} are AMinearly independent modulo W and, by the definition of W, it follows that the nonzero elements of {1,^11 < i, j < q and 1 < k < N} are AMinearly independent modulo V. In particular, tiik ^ 0, for all i, k .
We now observe that D¿(//) is well behaved under field extensions. Lemma 2.6. Let H be a graded subspace of L and let F be an extension field of K. Then F ®k L is a Lie superalgebra over F and
Bf®l(F ® H) = F ®BL(H).
Proof. Set D = BL(H) ; it is clear that F ® D ç Df(8L(F <g> H). Thus for the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that if xx, x2, ... , xn e L are Klinearly independent modulo D, then they are P-linearly independent modulo ®f®l(F ® //) • To this end, let B = Kxx + Kx2 H-h A^x" and note that B n D = 0. Thus [ , ] : H x B -* L is bilinear and no nonzero element of B annihilates a subspace of H of finite codimension. Therefore, by Proposition 2.2 of [BP] , there exists a finite-dimensional subspace H' of H, of arbitrarily large dimension over K, such that [//', B] ~ //' x B. Therefore [F ®H', F ® B] ~ F <8> (//' x P) and this has dimension over F equal to n(dimK //'). However, since dim* //' can be chosen to be arbitrarily large, we conclude that (F ® P) n BF®L(F <8> //) = 0.
We close this section with an easy observation about A(L).
Lemma 2.7. Let H be a finitely generated superalgebra of A(L). Then H is constant-by-finite and dim^H, //] < oo.
Proof. Suppose H is generated by elements hx,h2, ... ,hn e A(L) ; then, by Lemma 2.4(i), there exists a graded subspace H' of finite codimension in H with [//', hi\ = 0, for all i. However, as in Lemma 2.4(h), the constants for //' are a subring of U(L) which contains all the hi, hence [//',//] = 0. In particular, if we let C = {h £ H\[h, H] = 0}, then CDff and C is clearly of finite codimension in H. Since C is the set of constants of H in H, it follows that H is constant-by-finite.
Finally, the superbracket [ , ] determines an epimorphism [ , ] : H/C x H/C -*[H, H\. Since dimjt H/C < oo, we conclude that dimK[H, //] < oo .
Derivation identities
, be the superderivation induced by x . We will write the image of a as ax . Some basic properties of d(x) are as follows:
(1') ax = xa -(-l)acax £ Ua+C, for all a £ Ua , and, by (5), it follows that (5') (aß)x = axß + (-l)acaßx , for all a £ Ua and ß £ Ub .
Throughout, if a is a homogeneous element of U(L), we will let e(a) denote the parity of a.
Lemma 3.1. Let ai,a2, ... ,a" be homogeneous elements of U(L) and let x be a homogeneous element of L. Then
In particular, if a e U(L), then degax < dega.
Proof. The first formula follows by applying induction to (5'). The degree formula follows by writing a in terms of straightened monomials and applying the superderivation induced by x to each of the monomials. By the first formula, no monomial appearing in ax will have degree exceeding deg a .
Our next lemma easily follows from Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let ax, a2, ... , an be homogeneous elements of U(L) and let xx, x2,... , x" be homogeneous elements of L. Then
+ terms with at least one a¡ not differentiated.
It is a thankless task to compute the individual + and -signs in the above lemma, but fortunately computing them will not be necessary.
Lemma 3.3. Let ax, a2, ... , a" be even elements of U(L), let ßx, ß2, ... , ßm be homogeneous elements of U(L), and let xx,x2, ... ,xn,yx,y2, ... ,ym be homogeneous elements of L. Set k = de%ax + dega2 H-
+ terms with at least one a, or ßj not differentiated + terms of degree less than k + terms with at least one a, differentiated by some y¡. Proof. Let M denote the A-linear span of all possible terms in the last three categories listed above. The goal is to compute (axa2 ■ ■ ■ anßxß2 ■ ■ ■ fin,)**-1'"*»w->"*i modulo M. To this end, we differentiate axa2 ■■ a"ßxß2 ■■ ■ ßm by each x, and y¡ in turn. In the course of this procedure certain monomials occur which may not yet be in M, but which will necessarily be in M once all the n + m differentiations are applied. Thus we use = to denote not merely congruence modulo M, but rather eventual congruence modulo M. For example, any monomial containing a factor ßXi or a second derivative is eventually in M since, when all differentiations are applied, it is clear that either some a¡ is not differentiated or it is differentiated by some ys. In particular, we can view each ßj and each first derivative as a constant for x, modulo M.
We begin by applying x" . Since modulo M all the ßj are constants and since all the a¡ are even, we get (axa2---anßxß2---ßm)x"= \j^ax ■ ■-ax" ■ ■-aA ßxß2 ■■■ ßm .
Although aXn may not be even, all the a; are even and therefore we can move ax" to the right of a" modulo terms of degree less than k . Thus (axa2 ■ ■ ■ a"ßxß2 ■ ■ ■ ßm)x" = J] ax ■ ■ ■ âu ■ ■ ■ anax"nßxß2 ■ßm, tn where " indicates that the factor is missing.
Next we apply x"_i ; once again we view ßx, ß2, ... , ßm as constants modulo M. In addition, we can also view ax" as a constant modulo M, since if aXnn is differentiated more than once, then some a or ß factor will not be differentiated. Since every a is even, this gives us
Again, since each a is even, we can slide ax"~' to the right of an , modulo terms of degree less than k . Thus (axa2---anßxß2---ßm)x"x"-> = Y, <xi---at"-i'--at"---<x»atl:n:{a%ßiß2---ßm.
tn-l&n -Y.
«¡■Í1A---A.
Since t"-X t¿ tn , the above sum is taken over the start of a permutation in Sym" . Continuing in this manner with the other x,, we clearly obtain (aia2--a"ßiß2--ß"V»x<-i-x> Jml £ axa\ax}i...axAßxß2.-.ßm.
o-£Sym" / Now set A = 5Zo-eSym ao\ao\ " ' aa" and notice that A is homogeneous since each summand has parity e(xi) + e(x2) -I-h e(x"). Moreover, ßxß2-■ ■ ßm is also homogeneous and thus we have A(ßxß2 ■ ■ ■ ßm) = ±(ßxß2 ■ ■ ■ ßm)A + terms of degree less than k.
Finally, we must compute (±ßxß2---ßmA)ymym-r'yi modulo M. In this case, we can assume that A is a constant for each y,, since otherwise second or higher order derivatives occur. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, we have
Since each /? ' is homogeneous, we can interchange these factors up to a + or -sign and terms of lower degree. Specifically, we do these interchanges so that they y,'s are written in the correct order. This yields Now note that B is homogeneous since each summand has parity e(ßx) + -(-e(ßm) + e(yx)-\-1-e(ym). Thus, modulo terms of degree less than k, we have BA = ±AB. By absorbing the + or -into the B summand, we obtain (axa2 ■ ■■anßxß2 ■ ■ ■ ßmY^n-X-xxymym.x-yx s A,±Bj > thereby proving the lemma.
If X is a subset of L, recall that X" is the A-linear span of all products of the form xxx2---xk with x, e X and 0 < k < n . We continue with Lemma 3.4. Let Z = {zx, z2, ... , zq} be a homogeneous linearly independent subset of L written with all the even terms coming first and let ¿j = z*1 zbf • ■ ■ zqq be a straightened monomial in U(L) of degree n = bx + b2 H-h b¡¡. Let {Xjj\l < i < q and 1 < j < n'} be a set of homogeneous elements in L, with n' > n and set tiik = [xik, z¡] . Assume that the nonzero elements in T = {t¡jk} are linearly independent, order them lexicographically, and also assume that tiik ^ 0, for all i, k .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now let ô = Xii • •■X\talx2t\ ■ ■■x2¡a2 " 'xq,\ " 'xq,aq • with 0 < a, and ax + a2 + ---+ aq = n. Then <*> = Í, +&+&> where Í, e ¿'L'Z1^^1, 6 «a K-linear combination of straightened monomials of degree n in the tijk having at least one factor tijk with i ^ j, and finally, ¿J3 = ±ax\a2\-••Oq\t\,\,\ ---íl,l,9lÍ2,2,l •••h,l,aï ■■■fq,q,l '"tq,q,a, , if a¡ = bi for all i, but £3 = 0 otherwise.
Proof. Since n' > n > a,, for every i, there are sufficiently many Xy available to form ô . In addition, since F is a set of ordered, homogeneous, AMinearly independent elements of L, we can consider T to be part of an ordered basis of L.
Each Zj is homogeneous, therefore we can begin by viewing ¿j as a product of n homogeneous elements and then use Lemma 3.2. If some monomial in ¿j"5 contains a z¡ factor which is not differentiated, then that monomial is contained in Yl"s=o LsZxL"~s~l and absorbs into ¿ji . On the other hand, if every z¡ factor of a monomial is differentiated by some xik , we obtain ± a product of various tijk . Notice that no tijk occurs more than once, since each xlk occurs at most once in 6 . Monomials, all of whose factors belong to T, can then be straightened modulo terms of degree less than n which absorb into ¿ji . Thus £,6 is indeed of the form £1 + £2 + £3, where £3 is the sum of all straightened monomials in the various tlik . It remains to compute £3.
The ¿J3 term occurs only if each z¡ is differentiated by some xik with j = i. Clearly, this can only happen if a, = b,, for all i, therefore we will now assume that this is the case. Say zx, z2, ... , ze are the even elements of Z and ze+i,... , zq are all odd. Write where each a, is some z,< with i' < e and each ßj is some z¡» with /" > e. Furthermore, write ô = uxu2 ■■ -urvxv2 ■■■vs, where each u¡ is some Xpj> with /' < e and each v¡ is some Xp> j» with i" > e . We now apply Lemma 3.3 tô = (axa2---arßxß2---ßsrU2-u^V2^.
Notice that the unspecified summands in Lemma 3.3 all absorb into ¿Ji or £2. Thus the £3 term will come from ab=( y <<-i-<i\ [ E ±ßw°r-ßvA ■ \<T6Sym, / \teSyms / We get a £3 contribution if and only if o and x are chosen so that the z subscript of aa¡ matches the first x subscript of ur-¡+x and similarily, the z subscript of ßTj matches the first x subscript of Uj-y+i . Since a¡ = b¡, all such summands in the A factor must therefore look like and there are precisely ax\a2\---ae\ permutations of the a,'s which leave the z,'s in this order. Thus the contribution to £3 from A is ax\a2\ ■ ■ ■ ae\te ^e tae ■ ■ ■ le ,e ,\ ■ --h .2 ,aj-■ ■ h ,2 ,\U ,\ ,ax ■ ■ ■ U ,\ ,\ ■ For B, since the corresponding z,'s are all odd, we must have for each i, a i = b¡■ = 0 or 1. Therefore a,! = 1 and there is only one possible permutation of the ß's which yields a contribution. Indeed this contribution is
Lq-l " ze+l ~ ^lq,q,aq<-q-\,q-\,aq-X'" Le+\,e+l,ae+x, with the understanding that if a¡ = 0 then the term is not present. Thus the contribution to £3 from AB is ±Oi\a2\ ■ ■ ■ <*qX-te ,e ,ae ■ ■ ■ te ,e ,1 ■ ■ ■ t\ ,\ ,ax ■ ■ ■ tl ,\ ,\tq ,q ,aq ■ ■ ' te+l ,e+l ,ae+x ■ Finally, all the t¡jk are homogeneous, thus they either commute or anticommute modulo lower degree terms which absorb into £1. Therefore we get Proof. Let N be the maximum of deg n+deg yn, taken over all r\, and assume, by way of contradiction, that N > s. Among all such terms with deg 17+deg yn = N, suppose the monomial n = ¿j has maximal degree n . Thus n < r. By assumption, each n is a monomial in the set Z = {zx, z2, ... , zq} which is a finite subset of a special complementary basis for L\D. In particular, Z consists of homogeneous elements and is ordered so that the even members come first. Now choose Y D Z to be a finite, ordered, linearly independent, homogeneous subset of L such that all yn can be written in terms of the basis elements in Y.
Since Z = {zx, z2, ... , zq} is AMinearly independent modulo D = BL(H) and since H' is of finite codimension in H, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exist homogeneous {x,^ 11 < i < q and 1 < k < N} ç //' such that if tijk = [xik j zj] ; then the nonzero elements of the set {tijk} are K-linearly independent modulo the finite-dimensional subspace spanned by Y . Furthermore, tuk ¥" 0, for all i, k .
The tijk of finite are all homogeneous, since the Zj and the xik are homogeneous. Now order the nonzero tiik lexicographically and then extend {tijk} to a set T so that B = Ti) Y is a homogeneous, ordered basis for L with T < Y .
Write Ç = z°lzaf ■■■ zq", with ax + a2 + ■ • ■ + aq = degc; = n , and let ô be the «-fold derivation given by and we specifically consider the degree N terms of J2 nôy,, contained in tF^-" . Note that x ^ 0, since tiik ^ 0, for all i, k.
If degn + deg yri < N, then the term rjs yn has degree less than TV and therefore makes no contribution. Thus suppose degn+degy^ = N ; if degn < « then nsy,, ç £n-iyjv-«+i and the latter set is disjoint from xYN~". This follows since the degree N monomials in Ln-xYN~n+x = (Tx + Yx)n-xYN-"+x have less than « factors from T. Therefore we may also suppose that deg n = n ; thus n = zblzbf ■■■ zbqq with bi+b2-\-+ bq = n . By Lemma 3.4, ns = m + "2 + «3, where nx e E^o LsZxLn~s~x C ¿^ UYxLn-s~x and n2 is a AMinear combination of straightened monomials of degree « in the tiik having at least one factor tijk with i ^ j .
Note that 1717, e J%¿L*YlLH-'-lYN-n Q ^-lyN-n+i and hence "m akes no contribution to the terms in xYN~n . Similarly, from the form of t]2, we see that n2y,, ç n2YN~" also makes no degree /V contribution to the terms in tF^-" . Therefore the only possible contribution to xYN~" must come from 1/3. However, by Lemma 3.4, 1/3 = 0 unless 17 = ¿j.
It now follows that the unique contribution to tF^~" of degree /V is ^3^, where y's is the degree N -n part of y¿ . However, y'^ is a nonzero element of YN~n and ¿j3 = ±ax\a2\ ■ ■ ■ aq\x. Moreover, if char K = p > 2 then a, < p , for all i including the odd terms, so £3 ^ 0. Thus we obtain a unique degree TV contribution to tF^-" , contradicting the assumption that deg ¿^ ns yn <s< N. We therefore conclude that deg n + deg yn < s, for all n .
The identity in the statement of the next result is called a derivation identity. Theorem 3.6. Let H be a graded subspace of L and suppose either char K = 0 or char K = p > 2 and L is restricted. Let a¡, ßi e U(L) and assume that a\ßx + a\ß2 + ■■■ + asvßv = 0 for all â £ d°°(H'), where H' is a graded subspace of H of finite codimension.
Write each a¿ = Y^n not^j specially based on D = BL(H). Then, for all n, we have an,ißl +Oiqi2ß2 + ---+ anjVßv = 0.
In particular, if some a¡ is not zero, then {ßx, ß2, ... , ßv} is left linearly dependent over U(D).
Proof. Define y,, = an< xßx + a^i2ß2 +-h ctq.vßv , for each r¡. Since a,,, e U(D), it follows from Lemma 2.4 that there exists a graded subspace H" of finite codimension in H with [//", a,, ,■] = 0, for all r¡, i. Replacing //' by //' n H", we can assume that [H', anj] = 0, for all 17, i. It follows from Lemma 1.1 (ii) and the fact that //' is graded, that (t\anj)0 = r\sanj, for all ô £ d°°(H'). Hence the derivation identity becomes 0 = $><*",,■)'A = 5>VíA = E*V
The result now follows from Proposition 3.5 with r = max(deg 17) and s = -1.
Linear identities
Let P be any ring; a linear identity in P is any equation of the form axrßx +a2rß2 + -'-+ avrßv = 0, which holds for all r £ R. Here each a, and /3, is a fixed element of P and P is some "large" subset of the ring. From a ring theoretic point of view, linear identities are more important than derivation identities, as they arise in numerous ring theoretic situations. In dealing with such identities in R= U(L), there is no harm in assuming that the q's and /3's homogeneous. Our results here will not be quite as sharp as those obtained in the previous section for derivation identities. Our main assumptions remain in force. Thus either char K = 0 or char A = p > 2 with L restricted and, depending upon char K, U(L) has as a Kbasis the monomials described in either the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem or Jacobson's Theorem. We start with the easier homogeneous case (assumptions Then, for all n, we have an,iß\ +<*n,2ßi H-l-^,nAi = 0.
In particular, if some a, is not zero, then {ßx, ß2, ... , ßv} is left linearly dependent over U(D). Proof. Since BL(H) = BL(H'), we can assume that H' = H. Also if Hx is finite dimensional, then dimK(H/H0) < oc and we can further assume that H = Hq . Let x £ H°° and let h be a homogeneous element of H ; since hx £ H°° we have Y aihxßi = 0 = Y haixß, for all x e /7°° . Now, by (i) , all the a¡ are homogeneous of the same parity or, by (ii) , all the h are even. Therefore there exists a sign (-l)a such that ah = ha¡ -(-l)aa¡h , for all i. Hence the above displayed equations yield 0 = 5>a, -(-l)aaih)xßi = YJ«Uß< ■ Notice also in case (i) that we have e(ah) = e(a¡) + e(h), so that if all the a, have the same parity, then the same is true for the ah . We can therefore continue in this manner to conclude that
In particular, with x = 1, we obtain the derivation identity 0 = YaSißi for all (5 £d°°(H), i
and Theorem 3.6 yields the result.
The nonhomogeneous case (assumption (iii) below) is more complicated. To start with we have Proposition 4.2. Let H be a o-stable subalgebra of L and set D = Bl(H) . Fix a special complementary basis for L\D and assume that all the n 's below are straightened monomials in that basis. For each of these finitely many distinct n, let yn £ U(L). Assume that where H' is a graded subspace of H of finite codimension, then yn = 0, for all «■ Proof. Since BL(H) = BL(H'), we can assume that // = //'. Next write yn = y'q + y'l as a sum of homogeneous terms with n and y'n having the same parity and n and y'l having opposite parity. Then, for all homogeneous x e H°°, we have 0 = 5>x(y;-ry;'), 1 and taking homogeneous components yields E nxy't = ° = E1*% ■ Since these hold for all x e H°°, we can therefore assume that each yn is homogeneous with e(rj)+e(yn) = a, where a denotes a fixed parity. Throughout the proof, the parity a will change as we modify the y's. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that yx f= 0. Say e(X) = e and set N = max^degi/, degyn} . We may assume that all yn are nonzero, by deleting zero terms.
Let h £ Hx , and suppose e(yf) = b; then, for all x e H°° we have Y Vxhjr, = Q = Y ^x^h ' i i so Q = Yr¡x(hy, + (-l)byrih).
n We now consider the expressions hy,, + (-l)by^h . Suppose first that e(n) = e(X) + 1 = e + 1. Then e(yn) = b + 1 and since h e Hx, hy, + (-l)bynh = hy" -(-l)b+xy,h = yb, and hence deg(/zy" + (-l)bynh) = degyb < degy, < N.
On the other hand, if e(n) = e(X), then e(yn) = b and hyn + (-l)b7,h = hy, -(-l)V + 2(-l)bynh = yb + 2(-l)bynh.
Again, deg yb < deg yn, but since Hx is infinite dimensional, we can assume that « is chosen outside of the space spanned by the supports of all such yn . In this case, degynh = degyn + 1 and thus deg(«y,, + (-l)bynh) = degy, + 1. In other words, this process allows us to not increase the degree of all y, with e(n) = e + 1 and to increase by 1 the degree of all yn with e(n) = e . Note also that e(hy, + (-l)by,h) = e(y,)+l, so that this new identity 0 = Yrix(hyn + (-l)by,h), i has the property that, for all r\, e(r¡) + e(hyn + (-l)bynh) is constant. We can therefore continue this process and in a finite number of steps, we will obtain an identity (*) y to = ° for a11 x G H°°i satisfying degn < N, degy, < N if e(n) = e + 1, and degy, > 3/V + 1 if e(w) = e. In particular, degy^ > 3/V + 1. where deg n(6) < N + N = 2/V. In particular, this holds for x = 1 and recall that if e(n) = e + 1, then degy,, < TV. Thus the right-hand sum has degree at most 3/V and we conclude that deg Y I*?* £ 3N for a11 S G dN(H).
e(n)=e However, deg n < N for all n, so we can apply Proposition 3.5 with r = N and s = 3/V. We conclude, for all n with e(n) = e, that deg t] + deg yn < s -3/V.
But e(X) = e and degy¿ > 3/V+ 1, so we have a contradiction, thereby proving the result.
We can now combine the preceding two results. The weakness here is the assumption on D in the case where Hx is infinite dimensional.
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Proof. If dimKHx < oo, this is just Theorem 4.1. Therefore we can assume that dim* Hx = oo and hence that D = D0 is even. Since each anj £ U(D) = U(Dq) , we see that each anj is even and, by Lemma 2.4, it follows that there exists a graded subspace H" of finite codimension in //' with [//", a,,,-] = 0, for all n , i. Replacing //' by //' n H" , without loss of generality we can assume that [//', anj] = 0, for all n, i. In particular, using property (1) and the fact that all the anj are even, it follows that if h is any homogeneous element of //' then h commutes with anj . Thus all of //' commutes with a1,iFinally, let x e (H')°° ; then x commutes with all anj, so the linear identity becomes 0 = Ylai,ixßi = E^xai• 'ßi = E *lxyn for a11 X£(H')°°> i, ' i,' n where we set yn = Y^ian,ißi-Proposition 4.2 now implies, using dim/rHx = oo, that yn = 0, for all n.
It is clear that the above argument works without the assumption on D if we merely assume that all the a, t, have the same parity.
Applications of derivation and linear identities
In this section we obtain several consequences of the results on derivation and linear identities. Proof. Since H is cr-stable it is clear that its almost centralizer is a cr-stable subring of U(L). Suppose that a is a homogeneous element of this almost centralizer. Then a centralizers //', a subspace of H of finite codimension, so a satisfies lxa = axl for all x e (H')°° .
Suppose first that either a is even or dimjt Hx < oo. Write a = Y nan specially based on D. Then, by Theorem 4.1, we have lav = 0 for all n ^ 1. Thus a = ax £ U(D).
Finally suppose by way of contradiction that a ^ 0 is odd and dim^ Hx = oo. If h £ (H')x , then ah = ah + ha = 2ah , and hence deg2a« = degaA < deg a. On the other hand, since dimjf Hx = oo , we have choose h not in the space spanned by the support of a. But for this h , deg 2a« = 1 + deg a and we have the desired contradiction.
Suppose that L0 = 0 and Li = Kex + Ke2 -\-h Ken with n odd. Then U(L) is a Grassmann algebra and a = exe2---en is an odd central element.
Thus we see that dim^ Hx = oo is needed in the above. We now move on, as in [BP] , to study the semiprimeness and primeness of U(L) and its relation to U(A(L)). However the weakness of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 leads to a less than perfect result. Indeed, for the most part, we can only consider graded primeness.
For the remainder of this section we fix a special complementary basis B for Bl(L) = A(L). Then every element a e U(L) can be written uniquely as a = Yn nai where n is a straightened monomial in B and where each a" £ U(A(L)). If a ,¿ 0 and if n = max{degn\a" ^ 0} then the leading coefficients of a are all those a" ± 0 with deg v / n . Lemma 5.3. Let a = Y« 1an be a nonzero element described as above and let a" be one of its leading coefficients.
(i) If a is homogeneous, then so is av .
(ii) If y £ U(A(L)), then either a"y = Oor avy is a leading coefficient of ay.
(iii) // y is a homogeneous element of U(A(L)) then either yav = 0 or yav is a leading coefficient of ±ya. Proof, (i) Since B consists of homogeneous elements, each n is homogeneous. In particular, if a is homogeneous then each a" is also.
(ii) This is clear since ay = Yn rl(any) ■ (iii) Let t] ^ I be a straightened monomial in P and write n = zn' with z being its first factor. Note that z is a homogeneous element of L. If x is a homogeneous element of A(L), then xz -(-l)£(x)£(z)zx = zx and hence This of course also holds for n = 1 .
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Now suppose ß is a product of homogeneous elements of A(L). Since a = Y« na" ' i* follows from the above that the P-monomials in ßa all have degree < degi^. Furthermore, the coefficient of v in ßa is given by (-l)£^)eM/?a" .
Finally, y is a AMinear sum of such ß's and, since y is homogeneous, e(ß) = e(y). Thus all P-monomials in y a have degree < degi' and the vcoefficient is equal to (-l) e^e^yau . This clearly yields the result.
If A is a AT-subspace of U(L), we let n(A) be the linear span of the leading coefficients of all 0 ^ a £ A . We also say that A is L-stable if ax £ A for all a £ A and all homogeneous x £ L. Basic properties are as follows:
Lemma 5.4. Let 7^0 be a graded ideal of U(L). Then n(J) is a nonzero graded, L-stable ideal of U(A(L)). Furthermore n(J) = n(J0) + n(Ji).
Proof. If a = Yn nan e J > then a" = 12n n(-l)E{-n)ota" . Thus the coefficients of a are linear combinations of the corresponding coefficients of a + a" and a -aa . Since J is graded, a + a" e Jo , and a -a? e Jx, so it follows that n(J) = n(Jo) + 7t(Jx). Lemma 5.3 (i) now implies that n(J) is spanned by homogeneous elements and hence n(J) is graded. Since n(J) is closed under addition, (ii) and (iii) of the preceding lemma imply that n(J) is a nonzero ideal of U(A(L)). It remains to show that it(J) is L-stable. For this, let x be a homogeneous element of L. Now, if ß is a homogeneous element of J, then ßx = xß -(-l)e(xW>ßx e J. Thus since J is graded, it follows that Jx ç J .
Let a = Yn nan De any element of / and let av be a leading coefficient with deg v = n . We compute the leading coefficients of ax £ J. Since each n is homogeneous, we have ax = ^(if/a, ± nax).
i Furthermore, note that deg nx < deg n < n. Thus if we write each rf as rf = YTx(t1x)r then degr + deg(nx)T < degn . It follows from all of this that all P-monomials in ax have degree < « and that the coefficient of v is ±ax plus a AMinear combination of leading coefficients of a. But this coefficient and all leading coefficients of a are contained in n(J). Thus ax e n(J) and rt(J) is L-stable.
We now prove Theorem 5.5. If A and B are graded ideals of U(L) with AB = 0, then n(A)n(B) = 0.
